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Abstract In recent decades, the number of print and electronic outlets for scholarly
publication across the humanities and social sciences has grown exponentially. Busi-
ness models have shifted from university presses who offer subject-based clusters of
journals to include commercial publishers and open-access digital platforms. With
greater pressure than ever to publish early and often for those on and just out of reach
of the tenure track, concerns with the timeline to publish and the number of outlets for
publication become tantamount to the texts themselves. But what happens to the
literature? When does readability no longer remain a commitment an author makes to
its audience or editors make to their authors? This article argues for a persistent renewal
of the journal editor’s commitment to providing authors with substantive peer review
and suggestions for workable revisions. Publishers of scholarly content should also
renew their commitment to professional copyediting in order to create lasting contri-
butions to sociological literature that can be digested, interpreted, and built upon by
researchers and students alike.
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Sixty years ago the distinguished novelist, poet, and critic Malcolm Cowley took a
hatchet to sociology. In a caustic essay, BSociological Habit Patterns in Linguistic
Transmogrification,^ he asserts that sociological writing—an easy target if there ever
was one—is in need of, well, transmogrification. Striking our discipline’s literary soul,
Cowley (1956: 41) attacks, BA few sociologists write the best English they are capable
of writing, and I suspect that they are the best men in the field. . . . Others, however—
and a vast majority—write in a language that has to be learned almost like Esperanto. It
has a private vocabulary which, in addition to strictly sociological terms, includes many
new words for the commonest actions, feelings, and circumstance. . . . So far as it has
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an effect on standard English, this effect is largely pernicious.^ Some years later, the
elegant and graceful Merton (1969), not Cowley’s target (Merton’s mentor Talcott
Parsons was a foil), composed in this very journal the satiric, BForeword to a Preface
for an Introduction to a Prolegomenon to a Discourse on a Certain Subject.^ We begin.

Cowley demands that we recognize that sociology was never a literary discipline.
Our colleagues did not choose this line of work because of poetry in the soul, but
because of compassion in the heart and mysteries in the mind. The search for a Golden
Age of Sociological Grammar will come up short. Many articles bore or baffle. When
journals become puzzle palaces, disciplines have problems. This has occurred, at least
in part, because scholars are pressured to publish at all costs: BI suffered writing this,
now it’s your turn.^

We need journals for readers, not journals for authors.
But our goal is not to serve as cheerleaders for clean, clear, and comprehensible

writing. Becker (1986) has set the standard for that project. Rather, we are interested
in problems of reading and in problems of publishing and in problems of journals.
Specifically, given the editor’s mandate, we examine how publishers set policy that
creates conditions for compelling writing or alternatively undercuts those very
standards. We live at a moment in which what scholars used to consider standard
in journal publication—competent copyediting, typesetting, and proofreading—is
under threat as a needless expense, especially as viewed by for-profit publishers. As
Phil Davis wrote in a guest post for the prominent academic publishing blog, The
Scholarly Kitchen, BThere are many who argue that copy editing adds real value to
published products, although these claims usually come from copy editors them-
selves. Some publishers have given up on copy editing entirely. Others apply a light
touch to the title and abstract but go no further. Editors are keen to push authors into
the hands of a rapidly growing external academic writing and editing industry rather
than absorbing the costs of copy editing themselves. In the end, I suppose that it
doesn’t matter what copy editors believe. The market will decide for them^ (Davis
2011). In Davis’s scenario, editors are pushing authors to edit themselves to save on
costs, under the impression that the content will still have as much value even
without the interventions of professional copy editors. These economic models in
publishing are creating conditions in publishing that have an adverse effect on the
quality of scholarly writing. Is it really only the copy editors that can tell the
difference in quality? We argue they are not.

Recently The Economist (2011) featured an article on the economics of academic
publishing: BElsevier, the biggest publisher of journals with almost 2000 titles, cruised
through the recession. Last year it made £724 m ($1.1 billion) on revenues of £2
billion—an operating-profit margin of 36 %.^ While Elsevier and other for-profit
publishers are known for charging the most extreme subscription rates across STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Medical) lists, their offerings and pricing
models do impact journals in the social sciences, including sociology. Librarians and
scholars responded to escalating costs and decreasing production value in journal
scholarship in many ways, but one was to boycott for-profit publishers and excoriate
them for their practices. Timothy Gowers coordinated a boycott with scholars in the
mathematics discipline who were discouraged by the drop in journal quality and the
hike in price: BTraditionally, while journals served several purposes, their primary
purpose was the dissemination of research papers. The journal publishers were charging
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for the cost of typesetting (not a trivial matter in general before the advent of electronic
typesetting, and particularly non-trivial for mathematics), the cost of physically pub-
lishing copies of the journals, and the cost of distributing the journals to subscribers
(primarily academic libraries)^ (Gowers 2012). The cost of editing does not fit a
contemporary business model in which profit maximization is key. Just as academics
are now their own typists and their own bookkeepers, increasingly they must be their
own grammarians.

This transition occurs in the context of other changes. The number of journals
has steadily swollen, the number of libraries purchasing journals has steadily
shrunk, training in composition in secondary schools and universities continues to
decline, and, perhaps most critically and precipitously, the demands for faculty
publications escalate. According to Monbiot (2011), writing for The Guardian,
BThough academic libraries have been frantically cutting subscriptions to make
ends meet, journals now consume 65 % of their budgets, which means they have
had to reduce the number of books they buy. Journal fees account for a significant
component of universities’ costs, which are being passed to students.^ At one point
journals may have been a solution to scholarly interchange; today they are a
problem. The Association of American Publishers (2015) describes the players at
stake in the industry of scholarly journals to be divided thusly: BThe world of
scholarly publishing is composed of a broad range of organizations, including
learned societies, university presses, government research departments and com-
mercial publishing companies. The scope of their activities ranges from a single
journal, in the case of some of the smallest organizations, to as many as 1800
journals coming from a single large scientific publisher. According to industry
association estimates, the proportions of article output in STM (scientific, technical
and medical) journals by type of publisher are: commercial publishers (including
commercial publishers acting on behalf of societies), 64 %; learned societies, 30 %;
university presses, 4 %; and other types of entities, 2 %. The fact that commercial
publishers often distribute learned society journals makes it difficult to estimate the
distribution of the market between commercial and nonprofit publishers, but it
appears that more than 50 % of published journals are linked to nonprofit
organizations.^ While the figures for scientific, technical, and medical journals
are not identical to social science journals, the impact of commercial publishing
is clear. The prominence of learned societies that are in fact published in partnership
with commercial publishers also covers many of the formats for sociology journals.
For instance, the Journal of Applied Social Science is the official publication of the
Association of Clinical and Applied Sociology. However, the actual publisher of
this title is Sage Publications. Sage has the editorial control of what parts of the
publishing process to fund and defund. The threat to professional editing reflects
this problem.

Arts of Reading

We begin with how readers relate to texts, emphasizing the training of graduate
students. Specifically we draw on interviews with thirty-six PhD-level graduate
students, equally divided among sociology, history, and economics. (We focus
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on the responses by graduate students in sociology). These interviews are part
of a project to examine how students learn skills of reading in graduate school.
Central to the project was to understand the challenges that students had in
reading academic articles. These articles made assumptions about the knowl-
edge of their readers, but were often written in a style that readers found
impenetrable. This is—or should be—a significant concern for scholarly
communication.

Sociologists stumble over jargon and find that it detracts from understanding
content. This is particularly true when the disciplinary knowledge demands translation.
As graduate students assert, jargon rarely improves the theoretical argument, but only
makes it more difficult to grasp:

The theoretically more dense papers are harder to get through because I think the
writer often gets lost in jargon, without being clear. Those are especially hard for
me to read. I think that has more to do with the style of the writer than the actual
argument they’re trying to make.

***

That’s the theoretical frame—trying to figure out if it’s clear or not. I like articles that
are very clear—BThis theory says this about this issue and this theory says this about
this issue.^ Most sociologists, most social scientists don’t highlight that, unfortu-
nately. So I try to pull that out, to figure out what theoretical frame is being used.

A third graduate student explained that she could only understand what the author
was communicating after a time-consuming effort to convert verbiage into common-
place speech:

I find that note-taking really facilitates my reading because I sometimes highlight
things—and I’ll highlight it knowing that it’s an important sentence—but I won’t
really be registering what it’s saying. Then I will go back and pull out those
highlighted sentences under their headings and that point is when I finally see,
BThis is what the author is really saying.^ During that first reading, I don’t
necessarily understand the point of the article. It’s when I go back and try and
type it out and put it in my own words—you know, shorter words and less jargon
and everything—then it usually becomes a lot more clear and I have a really good
grasp of what the author is arguing.

When complex ideas are imparted in everyday language, readers do not find this
pedestrian, but elegant. This conversion process is most efficient when achieved by the
copy editor rather than the reader. The best editors create a consensus of interpretation.
By restating sentences in accessible language and through transparent sentences, editors
provide an essential function.

Despite personal challenges in their own production of texts, sociologists not only
treasure writing that is transparent, but also engaging, written with style, narrative flow,
and intellectual brio. Reading such articles, sociologists might forget they are reading
Bwork^ and fall into the flow of the text out of sheer pleasure.
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This form of editorial labor, while focused on the nuance of language, can have a
substantial impact on the text. Sociologists value simple, clear language and compelling
narratives; however, they often feel compelled to conform, in their own writing, to the
Bprofessional^ style that they find difficult to read (Becker 1986; Fine 1988). This is
because most sociologists learn how to write from models: they read academic
literature and mimick the structure and style.

I took methods with [a sociology professor] and she was kind of pushing me on
this other paper for publication. And I said well I don’t really know how to talk
about my methods. Just look up, she said look up a bunch of AJS and ASR
articles that have been published that have really . . . in-depth methods
sections, and see how they do it. So, I read and that constructed the way I
approached it myself.
We learn competent communication from our experience of reading. The responsi-

bility of the activist copy editor is to shape that experience of reading and at the same
time to shape—and bolster—the reputation of the author. This presents a conundrum
for sociologists as their text as written may be altered—for the better—in the text as
published. But the text as published is judged by colleagues, tenure reviewers, and
hiring committees as the scholar’s true text: writing from the mind. To the extent that
the writing circulated is more impressive than the writing that was submitted, it is clear
that reputation is at risk without the supportive crutch of copyediting. With committed
copy editors, the clean style of communication becomes a goal. One student explained:

If there is one thing I could do to my writing, I would go back to my journalism
training and try to make it more something that is readable and interesting. And I
think I try to do that when the standard of what is expected from me in a
discipline you are trying to get published in, in which you need to sort of look
like everyone else in order to get published, to an extent. . . . Like maybe they
well get so engrossed in your first paragraph that they will continue, and I have
seen papers like that. And I think that would be my goal, but I think that will
mean they still only read the intro.

This student illustrates the tension in academic writing between, on the one hand,
conforming to the typical structure of sociological articles and, on the other, deviating
from that pattern to write in a way that she finds is more engaging. While the student
wanted to write in a more journalistic style, she worried that writing with a greater
narrative flair would cause academics to abandon or denigrate the text rather than
navigate an unfamiliar writing style. While she can incorporate narrative flourishes—
for example, an engaging hook in the introduction – in the end the test is whether the
text clearly presents what is at stake in the argument.

Reading sociological articles profoundly shapes how sociologists write, not only
because the texts provide the theoretical and empirical frameworks within which they
situate their own arguments, but also because it shows how to write, perhaps most
influentially in the formative years of graduate school. Editorial staff have an essential
function in guiding authors’ writing styles. Without sufficient grease, cogs grind to a
halt. As Hunter (2004: 11), a long-time scholarly journal copy editor, described in an
article in the Journal of Scholarly Publishing, BAcademics, learned societies, and
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scholarly publishers are all in the business of scholarly communication. Why bother
publishing your thoughts or your findings if they are so poorly conveyed, so ungram-
matical or so disorganized, as to be impenetrable to your colleagues? . . . The current
reality is that one can get all the way to graduate school without ever being formally
taught any English grammar; that a distressing number of academic authors copy their
bibliographical entries directly from the first hit they get on Google, without bothering
to check that the cited authors’ names are spelled correctly; and that one can either take
the time to write really well or churn out enough articles to get tenure. Quality control is
therefore of the essence, and copy editors are a vital part of that process.^ This process
is crucial to the social trust embedded in scholarly communication.

How should editors steer writers between idiosyncratic metaphor and sterile prose so
that articles are both structured and pleasurable? The conventional structure of aca-
demic articles need not be abandoned. This organization serves readers because it
permits the efficient availability of information. However, editing is designed to permit
the clean and accessible style within an accepted structure. Over time and with hope,
the effects of careful editing can reverberate across the discipline. To the extent that
clear texts are models for other clear texts, the intervention of the copy editor justifies
the proper form of the text. This permits a larger engaged audience to contribute to
ongoing debates, rather than merely citing an accessible abstract. Given the prevailing
Cowley-esque critique, we need more editing, rather than less. Journals can be sites that
share rigorous sociological research through well-organized and captivating writing.

Editing for Us

The road to publication for scholarly works has twists and turns. It ends definitively
when the rejection letter is firm. On rare occasions, the road is smooth and short. More
commonly, evaluators include champions and detractors, who provide differing sug-
gestions for how to make the material Bpublishable^ and a Bnovel contribution to the
field.^ Articles are commonly sent back to contributors for further work, and authors
are often well-satisfied with a second chance. Indeed, during the four years that the
third author edited Social Psychology Quarterly, he accepted only three articles without
a second round of reviews. The American Sociological Review is even more querulous
with two, three, or four rounds of revisions. Editors carefully select reviewers with
consideration of their academic expertise, and editors and reviewers together act as the
invisible coauthors of these articles. Each reviewer offers suggestions for improving the
article, from pointing out substantive concerns with the data and methods to
questioning how the theory has been situated in light of the data to offering suggestions
for structuring the paper more effectively. The author’s job is not to address each and
every concern in rote fashion. As reviewers comments’ are manifold and sometimes
contradictory, this synthesis would create a muddled mess instead of a masterpiece.
Instead, the author must select which comments to address fully, superficially, and not
at all. As such, an important role of the editor is to guide the author through the thickets
of barbed advice, pointing out which comments should be responded to and remaining
silent where she believes that a comment is wayward or inessential.

Our primary concern is not with this path, but rather the happy aftermath once
articles are slated for publication. When the methodology is judged sound, the theory
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sophisticated, the problem important, the literature assessed, the outcome novel, and the
new directions explained, the editor sends a letter of acceptance, bringing joy and
Champagne to author, family, and friends. A door is opened to Publand. The editor
invites readers to meet the author.

But wait. The article may have been accepted, but is it acceptable? Increasing
pressure to publish early and often, even during graduate training, makes each editorial
outcome of the gravest and most personal import. As a result, journals have consider-
able power. The last thing standing between the author and her updated CV, salary
increase, and tenure vote is the shaping of the manuscript into article form. While the
journal editor, a professor, vets the content, the form of that content is the purview of
others.

It takes a village to raise a child, and a publication is no different. The industry of
journals publishing relies on several forms of labor. According to the American
Association of Publishers (2015), BScholarly publishers make a substantial contribution
to the economy. For example, the [science, technical, and medical] portion of the
industry employs about 90,000 people globally, and publishing activities support
20,000–30,000 additional people who provide services (suppliers, freelancers, external
editors, etc.) necessary to publishing. . . . The American Association of University
Presses (AAUP) has 116 members in 42 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto
Rico who together employ more than 3500 people. In 2007, university presses pub-
lished 657 journals and 11,000 new books and currently have 160,000 titles in print;
book sales for university presses in that year were $530 million.^ As stated earlier,
university presses are not the main generators of scholarly journals, so the revenues to
other parts of the sector are even greater, and editorial service is by no means
guaranteed in the corporate publishing environment.

The core journal staff and the freelancer support staff help take an accepted article
into print and digital publication. Historically, three other members of the journal team
besides the editor in chief are important resources as the article moves toward final
release to its readers. In sequence, these are the copy editor, the typesetter, and the
proofreader. This trio must ensure that the article is ready to meet its public. Authors
must convey their findings so that comprehension is immediate, and they need help.
Who are the helpers?

The Mind of the Copy Editor

Professional copyediting is a meticulous craft—word by word and line by line. Like
accounting, it is not work for the casual. When done brilliantly, copyediting should be
transparent and unexamined. Of course, not every writer feels this as her manuscript is
deconstructed and reconfigured. Authors are often attached to their prose, hoping that it
says precisely what they mean and advertises their competence. Some feel that
copyediting constitutes a veiled—or open—attack on their scholarly ability. However,
from the perspective of the editor, the goal is clarity, consistent with the canons of the
profession and the preferences of the imagined audience. The best copy editors are
successful in achieving this desideratum; others make matters worse. As a group, copy
editors have chosen a service occupation: to be the reader’s friend.

The Chicago Manual of Style, considered the Bible by many professional editors in
the humanities and the social sciences, defines the role of the copy editor:
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Manuscript editing, also called copyediting or line editing, requires attention to
every word in a manuscript, a thorough knowledge of the style to be followed,
and the ability to make quick, logical, and defensible decisions. It is undertaken
only when a manuscript has been accepted for publication. It may include both
mechanical editing and substantive editing. (2010: 71)

Every word. Mechanical editing refers to textual corrections for grammatical accu-
racy and typographical clarity. Comma splices are a prime example, a charmingly
esoteric and obscure domain of grammar. Many sociologists follow the condiment
theory of punctuation. Sprinkle commas lightly on wordy gruel. Reference formatting
is another prominent example of mechanical editing, perhaps the greatest frustration for
editors, as scholars, despite exhortations to follow a journal or disciplinary style, choose
their own eccentric format (or several within the same article).

Substantive editing refers to several types of intervention. Here the copy editor raises
queries and demands rewriting for consistency, readability, and factual accuracy. Every
word, every space, every character should be scrutinized and judged. How changes are
suggested and implemented is just as important, if not more so, than the changes
themselves. The copy editor works for the journal, while serving both author and
reader. An article will be digested at different speeds for different purposes by different
people. The copy editor hopes that the final text withstands these multiple readings.
Today copyediting is done via word-processing software (most commonly Microsoft
Word, though a few relics renew their Word Perfect licenses). Despite admonishments
and warnings, all too often authors fail to seize this final opportunity for significant
rewriting or additions (and in page allocation crunch times, subtractions). The copy
editor has the authority to ask an author to revisit her text for clarity and consistency.
These queries may send an author scurrying to find a missing reference, redraw a
figure, or reword a portion of an abstract that had survived from the first draft. The
author, otherwise grumpy, should cooperate in this process, recognizing that it is in
service of the community of readers. This comprehensive edit strives to capture
granules and jagged rocks in the same fine sieve.

Who would choose such a career? Mary Norris is one such heroine. In Norris’s
recent essay about her career as a copy editor for the New Yorker, she describes the
razor-sharp mindspeak of Strunk andWhite, the ongoing commitment or lack thereof to
the serial comma, and the fear of offending the great (and arrogant) wordsmiths with
whom she must collaborate. The tension is palpable! Norris (2015: 82) explains the
humanity and personhood necessary to edit well:

One of the things I like about my job is that it draws on the entire person: not just
your knowledge of grammar and punctuation and usage and foreign languages
and literature but also your experience of travel, gardening, shipping, singing,
plumbing, Catholicism, Midwesternism, mozzarella, the A train, New Jersey.
And in turn it feeds you more experience. The popular image of the copy editor is
of someone who favors rigid consistency. I don’t usually think of myself that
way. But, when pressed, I do find I have strong views about commas.

Norris emphasizes that thoughtful people do the work of editing, not just automatons
enforcing style sheets and running macros on reference lists in EndNote. Who you are
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and what you know, read, and think impacts editing choices. Copy editors are rarely
specialists in any one discipline though many have graduate degrees and are conversant
with critical and scholarly writing. This educated generalist eye is well-poised to make
logical and defensible interventions required for the readable, polished morsel of
consumption—the journal article. A copy editor must bring reasoning to the changes
implemented in a text, and that implementation must be consistent. The copy editor’s
choices are informed by her experience, as well as by the scholarly conventions of the
journal. The text becomes a shared production of the specialist and the generalist; it
could not thrive without either.

Journal copy editors have a particularly difficult task. As Carol Saller, editor of the
Chicago Manual of Style and a popular blogger at The Subversive Copy Editor,
described in a 2011 post, BAcademic journals usually have more strict requirements
for conformity than books, and their chosen style is not always CMOS. Articles are
tailored to a journal’s standard format, and there’s pressure to edit quickly to rigid
deadlines. In this fast-paced workflow, copyeditors have little flexibility to organize
their chores otherwise. In technical publications, or at journals where there is little or no
contact with the author, copyeditors aren’t encouraged to engage deeply with the
material, even though they often have advanced degrees and specialist knowledge.
Finally, journals rarely make it a goal to produce lovely prose; there simply isn’t time.^
In the academic publishing world of journals, the constraints of speed, cost, and
disciplinary custom prevent the interventions that make copy editors so invaluable.

The Hand of the Typesetter

When an article exits the copyediting phase—so the author has already reviewed,
altered, and approved the version prepared by the copy editor—it moves to the house
of the typesetter. The typesetter is the person who takes the copy in Microsoft Word
format and transfers it to a predesigned template for the particular publication, usually
by means of Adobe InDesign. The Microsoft Word file will be Btagged^ by the copy
editor for elements such as heading levels, paragraph indents, and character styles like
italics and superscript. The typesetter identifies those tags and formats the document in
the journal’s style. If a journal publishes headings in centered all caps, this treatment is
applied in the typesetting phase—in the proper font, font size, and leading between
lines. These professionals arrange the type as it will appear on the printed page, hence
type-setter, a term from when printed type was set on large machines, before digital
technology. This process is time consuming (although far less so than when metal type
was used) and, not surprisingly, the more corrections, the more expensive this step for
publishers. When an author and the editorial office receive Bproofs,^ they are instructed
to give a final read before granting approval to go to press. In monograph publishing, it
is standard to send those first proofs to a second freelancer, the proofreader. Not only
does the proofreader attend to the words in the article, as the copy editor did before, but
she also addresses issues related to the typeset page. Even when there was not a second
employed freelancer, the typesetting vendor would perform similar quality control
checks. As one production manager described to Thompson (2005: 406) in his
investigation of scholarly publishing, BThe new players who entered the field [at the
widespread adoption of desktop publishing software] did not have the same skill sets as
the traditional typesetter. ‘You were giving up a lot that you got from a traditional
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typesetter—proofreading, three hyphenations in a row, widows, that kind of stuff.^ The
typesetting step is also known as page composition, a term that conjures the typesetter
in history, working with linotype and hot metal, as engaged in a creative and craft
enterprise. Even after the transition to onscreen editing in the last three decades,
academic publishers relied heavily on the typesetter to guide the content into its best
presentational self.

The Eye of the Proofreader

After line-by-line editing and before the sending of files to the printer, the proofreader
has one last chance to police the text, now close to its final visible product. A
proofreader (whether employed explicitly for only that step or in a combination with
the layout of pages in typesetting) checks pagination, end of line breaks, formatting to
design specs, and looks for typos and other errors. Proofreaders’ substantive queries are
sent to the author for approval before being implemented. No one wants a surprising
change of meaning in their final article. Alterations to the page layout may not be
communicated to the authors, as these are visual concerns. Again, the best and most
detailed work often goes undetected. Of course, the author is also expected to serve as
her own proofreader, competing with the professional for perfection. As proofreaders
know, all too often at this stage authors decide to begin their work as copy editors,
finding large embarrassments that they might—and should—have caught earlier. The
addition of a few clarifying lines of text in the proof phase, which may often benefit the
reader, can cause swaths of text to fall on a new page, escalating the cost. Imagine the
wrath leveled at copy editors, typesetters, and proofreaders who have left large issues
unresolved in the text for others to find! Errors reverberate for the article’s lifetime in
circulation.

The Emptying of Publand

The now common decision to eliminate editorial services for scholarly texts has
significant implications. From the publisher’s perspective, many fields have limited
readerships (increasingly evident when personal and library subscriptions shrink). As a
consequence, economics limit the number of editorial workers to be employed on the
community’s behalf. As Sally Morris described in her 2005 article on true costs in
scholarly publishing, the cost to the publisher depends greatly on a number of factors,
most germane to us Bthe amount and quality of editorial work by the publisher; and the
efficiency of the publisher’s own systems^ (119). Let us consider each of these
occupations in turn.

The Disappearing Copy Editor

Today the position of the copy editor is threatened, particularly at for-profit publishing
houses, but even in ostensibly not-for-profit houses, such as university presses, in
which the larger institution may squeeze the press to reduce costs. This is particularly
true in journal publishing. Reducing copyediting—perhaps only using journal staff for
technical grammatical infelicities—places more responsibility on the author to Bget it
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right,^ even if the skill set of the author emphasizes methodology over grammatology
(Gelb 1952). As Downes (2008) put the conflict in his elegy for copy editors, BThe job
hasn’t disappeared yet, but it is swiftly evolving, away from an emphasis on style and
consistency, from a making a physical object perfect for the first time. The path to
excellence is now through speed, agility and creativity in using multiple expressive
outlets for information in all its shapes and sounds.^ This situation becomes even more
exacerbated in an open-access environment, where authors have been asked to absorb
some of the costs of the traditional publishing process. But how do authors know what
they are paying for, and is it worthwhile to use open-access platforms for their work?
As Declan Butler reported in 2013, the opportunities for open-access publications also
became obstacles, B[Jeffrey] Beall, an academic librarian and a researcher at the
University of Colorado in Denver . . . has become a relentless watchdog for what he
describes as ‘potential, possible or probable predatory scholarly open-access pub-
lishers,’ listing and scrutinizing them on his blog, Scholarly Open Access. Open-
access publishers often collect fees from authors to pay for peer review, editing, and
website maintenance. Beall asserts that the goal of predatory open-access publishers is
to exploit this model by charging the fee without providing all the expected publishing
services. These publishers, Beall says, typically display ‘an intention to deceive authors
and readers, and a lack of transparency in their operations and processes’^ (Butler
2013). Even though most open-access publishers are not overtly predatory in eliminat-
ing copyediting, the question of what is lost and gained is by no means resolved.

The Digital Typesetter

As academic librarian Clement (2011) pungently describes in his appeal for
monograph publishing to be supported in the library community, BPresses have
had more success with reducing costs than with increasing prices. The whole
process of editing and producing a book has been transformed as new digital
technologies have been adopted, and most of these have provided some cost-
savings. This has been most evident in reducing typesetting costs as page design
software has replaced the traditional typesetter who used to key in text, but every
aspect of the process has been transformed. . . Some presses even went further by
requiring the author to produce camera-ready-copy (now in the form of a PDF),
thus saving all typesetting and copyediting costs. But in the face of significant
criticism, this radical approach has not been widely adopted.^ Five years have
passed since the publication of Clement’s article, and the radical approach has
become less radical, especially in the for-profit context. Even in the world of
university presses, this part of the process was fundamentally reconsidered. In his
estimable 2005 investigation of the academic publishing industry in the United
States and the textbook publishing industry in the United Kingdom, Books in the
Digital Age, Thompson (2005: 406) describes, BThe hidden revolution in the
publishing industry began, to a large extent, in the sphere of typesetting . . .
[T]echnological changes greatly reduced the costs of typesetting and, at the same
time, led to a continuous redefining of the tasks of typesetters and of the organi-
zation of typesetting as a business.^ As one production managing editor at an
American university press explained to Thompson, B‘There is hardly anything
called a PE, printer’s error, anymore. They are almost all editorial errors. So
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whereas our direct per-page costs have gone down, our alteration bills have gone
up. When you start adding those up, the savings diminish somewhat.’ What has
happened, in effect, is that the publisher has taken in-house a lot of the functions
previously performed by composition vendors. ‘So it is not a pure savings, from
like $12 a page to $5 a page, or something like that, because we have brought into
the house additional work and responsibility^ (410). Bringing typesetting in house
has a number of consequences. It may no longer be a step performed by a separate
set of eyes from the copyediting stage. The person who performs typesetting could
be the production editor who was responsible for overseeing a freelance
copyeditor in the initial stage, or who has even copyedited the manuscript him-
or herself and also plans to read the proofs. It could be another member of the
production department who has no incentive, as an outside vendor being paid for
their work would have, to do any extra policing of the results beyond what the
established checklist of quality control dictates. The partnership between a vendor
and a client has been replaced by social trust among colleagues who have seen
resources cut, limiting the dollars allocated to each project and the time spent
monitoring each one. This environment does not lend itself to the optimal pro-
duction of a journal article or a monograph that has been considered, considered
again, and reviewed a final time in proof by separate professionals. What is not
recognized as an error early in your engagement with a text is unlikely to be
noticed in later passes. Given our finite skills, there are infinite places for errors to
creep in.

Authors as Proofreaders

Just as typesetting has been merged with other parts of the editorial process, the
proofreader, too, is under threat. Based on reports from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, by 2009, proofreading jobs across America declined by 31 % over a five-year
period, erasing 6000 proofreading positions (Goudreau 2011). This is another example
where the scholar is expected to do it herself, just as with the disappearance of the
secretarial pool, leaving scholars to type their own manuscripts. Professors not only
have word processors; they are word processors. In an increasing number of publishing
houses, small and large, proofreading is performed by the internal production staff. This
is another attempt to control spiraling costs. As Sanford Thatcher, director emeritus of
Penn State University Press, described in his 2008 article for Against the Grain, BThe
economics of publishing can no longer afford such a luxury, and many publishers have
cut back on proofreading, too, or even eliminated it altogether for cost-saving reasons.^
For many years most journal publishers have not budgeted for a freelance proofreader.
After copyediting, the typeset proofs are reviewed by the author again and the
managing editor or production editor assigned to the journal. But errors do slip through,
as the 2014 publication of an article in the Wiley-published journal, Ethology, made all
too evident. In the publically released version of an article, the text included a paren-
thetical phrase, BShould we cite the crappyGabor here?^Wiley subsequently took down
the electronic version of the article and reposted a clean one, but not after sarcastic media
coverage. One of the coauthors commented that the line was added after peer review and
Bno one spotted it in the course of the final proofreading process^ (Oremus 2014). One
can’t help but conclude that the final proofreading is hardly infallible.
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Depending on what was left unresolved at the copyediting phase, the state of the
typeset proofs can vary widely. Thompson (2005: 115) describes publishers’ desire to
print quickly and to Bkeep development and production costs as low as possible. In
some cases authors were expected to deliver manuscripts as camera-ready copy, so that
copyediting and typesetting could be bypassed altogether and the publisher could shoot
film from the final text submitted by the author. However, more radical approaches of
this kind elicited much criticism and dissatisfaction among authors, librarians and
readers. The production quality of these books was simply too low, especially in view
of the prices being charged.^ In Thompson’s account, the audience of readers did notice
when editorial interventions during production were removed. Editorial support rarely
evaporates so dramatically, and it can be hard to notice until the content has been
released that precious time and money has been saved in the service of an indecipher-
able text.

***

While we sympathize with the constraints of austerity suffered by scholarly pub-
lishers, the lapidary efforts of copy editors, typesetters, and proofreaders on delicate
works are crucial for the health of disciplines. Authors and readers depend on the
kindness of thorny eyes. Especially in an age of corporate publishing and merged
companies, independent journals or book series that once flourished with generous
budgets for copyediting, typesetting, and proofreading may be acquired by a for-profit
publisher that no longer offers anything but a transfer of the author’s final version into a
web-ready proof, receiving only the most cursory editing. The world is upside down.
The perfectly polished article is no longer the object of sale. Professional copyediting,
typesetting, and proofreading have become elective procedures. They are boutique
services that only the most flush publishers lavish on their authors: rich moisturizing
lotion to alleviate dry writing.

While not every journal has jettisoned editorial services, the constrictions of budgets
are sufficiently common to justify a call for publishers to commit to scholarly excel-
lence. In the journal world, editorial smoothing may be edging out of fashion, but even
as publishers move printing and other services to offshore vendors, they cannot
outsource quality editing. In an impulse to bring more production steps in-house to
save money, some publishers work with book and journal Bpackagers,^ who provide
copyediting, typesetting, proofreading, author correspondence, and project manage-
ment for a fixed rate. Perhaps this is efficient, but the cost is that those working directly
on the project may not even be known to the publisher. In such an arrangement the
quality of the staff in producing the final text is often hidden to the author as well. The
chain of creation becomes hazy and undefined.

Editorial staff, copy editors, typesetters, and proofreaders, receive little gratitude
when articles appear polished and accessible. Perhaps the lack of thanks is the greatest
thanks. The goal is to be invisible, a phantom that highlights the author’s best efforts
and erases gaffes and goofs. This voice is inaccessible to the author at the same time as
it represents the author. The men and women who correct the author’s grammatical
failings or semantic gaps must avoid creating alienation or hostility. Editing is both a
weapon and a salve. Scholars, as well as those behind the scenes, are rewarded by a
gorgeous final draft, which must suffice when having to live with published errors for
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time eternal. There are no do-overs in the world of printed journals. Only online
journals can glory in their transience, leaving the possibility of continued revisions.

To its credit, the American Sociological Association has renewed their commitment
to substantive copyediting, employs typesetters, and supports proofreading, even as the
organization undergoes other transitions in their publishing plan and their affiliation
with Sage Publications, a large for-profit publisher that increasingly shapes the ASA’s
scholarly strategies. Still, the commitment to editing is no small thing. Other publishers
have opted against this commitment in favor of fatter profit. We do not disparage those
penny pinchers who must determine whether it is better to keep a project alive or keep it
excellent and financially failing . . . as if the choice were that easy!

Publishers, editors, and authors must commit to accessibility and readability, more
than to publishing for its own sake. As Thatcher (2011) notes about copyediting in an
open-access environment, BThe worst faults in the system, it seems, remain the
shortcomings of scholars themselves that only copyeditors who go the extra mile are
likely to be able to help them identify and correct.^ As the dust from the emptying of
editorial offices settles, academics must press our publishing partners to work for us.
The revenues saved by no longer relying on core staff or freelance staff to perform this
work are hardly worth a decline in our ability to communicate. Scholars should demand
that an editorial professional will help them find their best voices. Copy editors,
typesetters, and proofreaders are under threat, as are scholars and their readers. We
can only shudder as to what will happen when open-access journals become the norm
in which authors are given full responsibility for their own texts. Can we count on us?
Will for-profit publishers be sage enough to recognize that influential scholars depend
on professional editors?
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